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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
January 31, 2008
Gallery Nucleus Presents

Drew Struzan: An Artist’s Vision
February 13, 2009 - March 02, 2009
Opening Reception: Friday February 13, 2009 (7 pm – 11 pm)
Admission is free. Refreshments and music provided.
Drew Struzan is one the most famous and collected artists in the world, a true master in the field of cinema art,
with private collections owned by George Lucas, Steven Spielberg, former Disney Chairman Michael Eisner and
several other noteable collectors.
With over thirty years experience and more than 150 movie campaigns under his belt, his noteworthy credits include
Indiana Jones, Back to the Future, Harry Potter, the Star Wars trilogy and Star Wars: The Phantom Menace. He’s
painted memorable posters for Blade Runner, E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial, Hook, Cutthroat Island, Muppet Caper,
Masters of the Universe and dozens more.
After graduating with honors from the prestigious Art Center College of Design, Struzan first gained his reputation
in the 70’s illustrating album covers such as Alice Cooper’s “Welcome to my Nightmare,” voted one of the top 100
album covers of all time by Rolling Stone Magazine. In the coming years, Struzan developed his now-famous style
of One-Sheet poster art, which includes such memorable works as Return of the Jedi and the international campaign for Raiders of the Lost Ark. In 1982, he embarked on a solo career that has earned him continuing accolades.
Struzan’s collectable work is held in high esteem having been exhibited at the Norman Rockwell Museum alongside
other such American art masters as Dean Cornwell, Maxfield Parrish, and J.C. Leyendecker.
Select famous works from Drew Struzan’s career will be featured in this exhibit as well as contemporary personal
works and high quality reproductions. The artist himself will be in attendance during the opening reception on Friday, February 13, 2009. This is a rare opportunity to view these culturally iconic works firsthand. The exhibit runs
through March 2 and admission is free. For more details about this event, please feel free to contact us.

Blade Runner © Copyright Drew Struzan 2003, Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets © Copyright Drew Struzan 2002, Hellboy II the Golden Army © Copyright Universal City Studios 2008, Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade © Copyright Lucasfilm LTD. 1989, Pan’s Labyrinth © Copyright Drew Struzan 2006, The Mist © Copyright
Drew Struzan 2007, The Thing © Copyright Drew Struzan 1982, Star Wars © Copyright Lucasfilm LTD. 1977, Star
Wars Special Edition Trilogy © Copyrights Lucasfilm LTd. 1996-97
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Since October of 2004, Nucleus has strived
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to be a welcoming gathering place for the art loving
community by offering quality art, art-related goods,
and rarities. Focusing primarily on gallery exhibits, we
have also had benefit auctions, product signings, music
events, and artist lectures.
After three and a half years, we moved one block
east to a much larger and more dynamic space. Still
in the heart of quaint downtown Alhambra, we
re-opened in March of 2008 with over 2000 square
feet of open gallery space, 1000 square feet of shop/
boutique, and over 3000 square feet of studio/production space.
Having exhibited both local artists and artists from
abroad, and catering to an international customer base,
we offer an extensive collection of original contemporary, illustrated, graphic, commercial, and narrative
art. (All of which are carefully cataloged online in our
website.)
Always open to the public, we welcome art collectors
and the general public alike to visit us seven days a week.
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